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Abstract
Recently, reading comprehension tests
for students and adult language learn-
ers have received increased attention
within the NLP community as a means
to develop and evaluate robust ques-
tion answering (NLQA) methods. We
present our ongoing work on automat-
ically creating richly annotated corpus
resources for NLQA and on compar-
ing automatic methods for answering
questions against this data set. Start-
ing with the CBC4Kids corpus, we have
added XML annotation layers for to-
kenization, lemmatization, stemming,
semantic classes, POS tags and best-
ranking syntactic parses to support fu-
ture experiments with semantic answer
retrieval and inference. Using this
resource, we have calculated a base-
line for word-overlap based answer re-
trieval (Hirschman et al., 1999) on the
CBC4Kids data and found the method
performs slightly better than on the RE-
MEDIA corpus. We hope that our richly
annotated version of the CBC4Kids cor-
pus will become a standard resource, es-
pecially as a controlled environment for
evaluating inference-based techniques.
1 Introduction
The goal of computer systems capable of simulat-
ing understanding with respect to reading a story
and answering questions about it has attracted re-
searchers since the early 1970s. We present our
ongoing work on creating richly annotated corpus
resources for NLQA that can provide input for a
wide range of NLQA techniques and simultane-
ously support their evaluation and cross compari-
son.
2 Related Work
The challenge to computer systems of reading a
story or article and demonstrating understanding
through question answering was first addressed in
Charniak’s Ph.D. thesis (Charniak, 1972). That
work showed the amount and diversity of both log-
ical and common sense reasoning needed to link
together what was said explicitly in the story or
article and thereby to answer questions about it.
More recent work has stressed the value of read-
ing comprehension exams as a research challenge
in terms of (1) their targeting successive skill lev-
els of human performance, and hence their po-
tential to challenge automated systems to succes-
sively higher levels of performance (Hirschman et
al., 1999), and (2) the existence of independently
developed scoring algorithms and human perfor-
mance measures, as an alternative to the special
purpose evaluations developed for TREC Open
Domain Question-Answering (Voorhees and Tice,
1999).
The first attempt to systematically determine the
feasibility of reading comprehension tasks as a re-
search challenge for automated systems was Deep
Read (Hirschman et al., 1999). Deep Read es-
tablished a baseline on a professionally-developed
remedial reading comprehension test for children
in grades 3-6 (ages 8-12), using a simple bag-of-
words approach. Scoring essentially by word in-
tersection with the answer key provided by the test
designer, Deep Read’s simple approach produced
sentence-level answers that agreed with sentences
supporting the answer key (a metric called Hum-
Sent, see below) 30% of the time. That was suffi-
cient to establish reading comprehension tests as
a tractable research problem for automated sys-
tems.1 This work was followed in 2000 by both
an ANLP-NAACL workshop on Reading Compre-
hension Tests as Evaluation for Computer-Based
Language Understanding Systems2 and a Summer
workshop on technology for reading comprehen-
sion QA at the Johns Hopkins University.3
3 Automatic Linguistic Annotation
Our work is driven by the following observation
(Cotton and Bird, 2002): “With all the annotations
expressed in the same data model, it becomes a
straightforward matter to investigate the relation-
ships between the various linguistic levels. Mod-
eling the interaction between linguistic levels is a
central concern.”
The CBC4Kids corpus was developed at
MITRE4, based on a collection of newspaper sto-
ries for teenagers written for the CBC’s WWW
site.5 To each article selected for inclusion in
the corpus, Ferro and her colleagues added a set
of 8-10 questions of various degrees of difficulty
(Ferro, 2000). The corpus also includes one or
more answers for each question in the form of a
disjunction of a phrase or a clause (the “answer
key”).
Due to the wide availability of XML processing
tools, we decided to define an XML DTD for the
CBC4Kids corpus and to convert various automat-
1Nota bene: despite the name, the strand of research we
report here makes no claims as to the cognitive aspects of
human reading comprehension (Levelt and Kelter, 1982).
2http://acl.ldc.upenn.edu/W/W00/ in which
results were reported by other groups working on this same
corpus
3http://www.clsp.jhu.edu/ws2000/
groups/reading/
4The contact person for the corpus is Lisa Ferro (address
see Section 7).
5http://www.cbc4kids.ca
<TOKEN process="ID_TOK1" id="1" src="bad" dst="bad"/>
<TOKEN process="ID_TOK1" id="2" src="weather" dst="weather"/>
<TOKEN process="TOK1_POS2" id="1" src="bad" dst="JJ"/>
<TOKEN process="TOK1_POS2" id="2" src="weather" dst="NN"/>
Layer ID_TOK1 :: [TOKEN]
wrapper :: [TOKEN]−> String
wrapper :: String −> [TOKEN]
tool :: String −> String
Layer TOK1_POS2 :: [TOKEN]
"bad weather"
MXPOST
"bad_JJ weather_JJ"
Transformation Types Data Example
Figure 1: Building a new layer of TOKEN tags.
ically6 obtained linguistic forms of annotation into
XML and integrate them so as to provide a rich
knowledge base for our own NLQA experiments
and potential re-use by other groups. We selected
a set of tools with the guiding principles of 1) pub-
lic availability, 2) usefulness for our replication a
Deep Read-style baseline system, and 3) quality
of the automatic annotation. Because most avail-
able tools (with the exception of TTT, (Grover et
al., 2000)) do not output XML, we had to develop
a set of converters.
Each sentence has three different representa-
tions: 1) the original string, 2) a list of tags labeled
TOKEN encoding the results from linguistic tools
that give information on words (POS tags, stems,
etc.), 3) a list of trees (PARSE) corresponding to
a non-terminal level, i.e. syntactic or dependency
analyses. This is a compromise between redun-
dancy and ease of use.
Because various forms of linguistic processing
depend on the output of other tools, we wanted
to make this processing history explicit. We de-
vised a multi-layer annotation scheme in which an
XML process attribute refers to a description
of the input (token or tree), the output, and the
tool used. Figure 1 shows how a layer of TOKEN
is built. This annotation allows for easy stacking
of mark-up for tokenization, part-of-speech (POS)
tags, base forms, named entities, syntactic trees
etc. (Figure 3).
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the current status
of our annotation “pipe tree” on the token and
sentence levels, respectively, as described below7.
6Note that the gold standard for the question answering
task are the “gold answers”, not perfect linguistic annota-
tions.
7We call it a “pipe tree” because it represents a set of “pipe
lines” with common initial sub-steps.
LEMMA2_CLEMMA1
ID_POS1
ID_LEMMA1
ID id
Token Position
LEMMA2_SEMCLASS1
PERSON PERSON PERSON PERSONPERS
Mark Churchill and Ken Green were at the St. John ’s screening .
Mark Churchill and Ken Green be at the St. John screening
NP NP CC NP NP VBD IN AT NP NP NP
−
Mark Churchill Ken Green St. John screening
Figure 3: Multiple annotation layers.
MXTERMINATOR/Penn tokenizer (mod.)
MXPOST
TreeTagger
TreeTagger TreeTaggerCASS lemmatizer
Deep Read stopwords Porter stemmer
Deep Read stopwords
Deep Read/WordNet
ID
LEMMA2_SEMCLASS1
ID_TOK1 ID_TOK2
TOK1_POS2 TOK2_LEMMA1 TOK2_POS1TOK1_LEMMA2
LEMMA2_CLEMMA2 LEMMA2_STEM1
STEM1_CSTEM1
Figure 4: Annotation layers per token. The repli-
cated Deep Read baseline system pipeline is high-
lighted.
Figure 2 gives an overview of our targeted anno-
tation. A comprehensive description of the tools
and structure can be found in the manual (Dalmas
et al., 2003) distributed with the corpus.
The layers described here allow detailed com-
parisons of components’ contribution for any
question answering method by exploring different
paths in the annotation “pipe tree”.
We have implemented converters for all the
tools listed (except the LTG tools, which output
XML and hence do not need conversion) in Perl,
and a master script that assembles the individual
converters’ output into a well-formed and valid
XML document instance.
Apple Pie Minipar
CASS chunks CASS tuples Collins 2 Hockenmaier
ID_TOK1
TOK1_POS1 TOK1_POS2 TOK1_SYN1 TOK1_SYN2
POS1_SYN3 POS1_SYN4 POS2_SYN5 POS2_SYN6
Figure 5: Annotation layers per sentence.
Difficulty QC R P AutSent HumSent
Easy 237 0.74 0.18 0.75 0.74
Moderate 177 0.57 0.22 0.55 0.57
Difficult 67 0.49 0.19 0.43 0.43
Average 481 0.63 0.19 0.62 0.63
Table 1: Baseline evaluation using the
STEM1 CSTEM1 layer according to question
difficulty. QC is the number of questions.
This annotation is work in progress insofar as
we are planning to include further layers featur-
ing analyses of LT TTT, LT POS, LT CHUNK,
named entity annotation using MITRE’s Alembic
(cf. Deep Read), the LTG MUC-7 system, as well
as anaphora resolution software.
4 Baseline Results
This section describes our experiment replicat-
ing the baseline that was previously computed by
Deep Read on the REMEDIA corpus, but here on
the CBC4Kids data.
We began exploiting the STEM1_CSTEM1
layer of our XML annotation scheme to get a base-
line using stemmed lemmata of content words.
The shaded path in Figure 4 shows these final lay-
ers we used and their ancestors in the linguistic
pipeline, from token through lemma, stemming,
stop-word removal, as in the Deep Read experi-
ments.
We have implemented a batch QA system as a
set of filters in the functional programming lan-
guage Haskell.8 The XML encoding of linguistic
information greatly simplified the implementation
part: the QA system was reduced to a program fil-
tering a tree (the XML document containing story
and questions) and computing intersection (over-
lap) on lists of tokens. Table 1 shows the results
for the baseline using the STEM1_CSTEM1 filter.
The answers of the system are added to the XML
file as a separate layer.
The evaluation metrics in Table 1 are the same
as described in (Hirschman et al., 1999), namely
Recall, Precision, AutSent and HumSent:9
8http://www.haskell.org
9Cave lector: The definitions for P and R in (Hirschman
et al., 1999) appear to have been swapped.
Type Tool Process ID Reference
Sentence Boundaries MXTERMINATOR ID
Tokenization Penn tokenizer.sed ID TOK1
Tree-Tagger (internal) ID TOK2 (Schmid, 1994)
LT TTT ID TOK3 (Grover et al., 2000)
Part-of Speech MXPOST TOK1 POS2 (Ratnaparkhi, 1996)
Tree-Tagger TOK2 POS1 (Schmid, 1994)
LT POS TOK3 POS3 (Mikheev et al., 1999)
Lemmatization CASS “stemmer” TOK1 LEMMA2 (Abney, 1996)
Tree-Tagger TOK2 LEMMA1 (Schmid, 1994)
morpha POS1 LEMMA3 (Minnen et al., 2001)
Stemming Porter stemmer LEMMA2 STEM1 (Porter, 1980)
Stop-Word Filtering Deep Read LEMMA2 CLEMMA2 (Hirschman et al., 1999)
Deep Read STEM1 CSTEM1 (Hirschman et al., 1999)
Syntactic Analysis Apple Pie Parser POS2 SYN1 (Sekine and Grishman, 1995)
Minipar relations TOK1 SYN2 (Lin, 1998)
CASS chunk trees POS1 SYN3 (Abney, 1996)
CASS dependency tuples POS1 SYN4 (Abney, 1997)
Collins parse trees POS2 SYN5 (Collins, 1997)
CCG parse trees POS2 SYN6 (Hockenmaier and Steedman, 2002)
LT CHUNK POS3 SYN7 (Mikheev et al., 1999)
Named Entity Tagging Deep Read (WordNet) LEMMA2 SEMCLASS1 (Hirschman et al., 1999)
MITRE Alembic TOK1 NE1 (Aberdeen et al., 1995)
LTG MUC-7 SYN7 NE2 (Mikheev et al., 1998)
Anaphora Resolution N.N. SYN5 AR1 N.N.
Figure 2: Annotation tools: Targeted list of layers.
Question Type R P AutSent HumSent
when 0.71 0.15 0.76 0.76
who/-se/-m 0.68 0.16 0.67 0.71
how 0.71 0.21 0.70 0.70
how many/much 0.62 0.08 0.63 0.67
what 0.66 0.26 0.63 0.65
which np 0.70 0.08 0.60 0.60
where 0.58 0.14 0.56 0.56
how att 0.56 0.15 0.56 0.56
what np 0.59 0.18 0.56 0.56
why 0.57 0.23 0.52 0.51
Table 2: Baseline evaluation (STEM1 CSTEM1)
according to question type.
<= 3
0.55
0.69 0.70
0.48 0.53
HumSent
QLength     3 < x <= 5 5 < x <= 8 8 < x <= 12 < 12
Figure 6: HumSent accuracy by length of question
bag (STEM1 CSTEM1). The average bag length
for QLength   12 is 14 words, with a maximum
of 19 words.
R =  cwsa  cwha  /  cwha 
P =  cwsa  cwha  /  cwsa 
AutSent = #  sentence  R(sentence)  0 
HumSent = list of sentences considered as
answers by a human annotator
cw : content words
sa : system answer
ha : human answer (a phrase).
Sentences containing the answer picked by hu-
man and machine, respectively, are also marked up
in XML. We have developed an automated evalu-
ation program that can currently take into account
three parameters: the difficulty of the answer (as
annotated in the original CBC4Kids release, see
below), the question type (based on the WH-word)
and the length of the question bag. Table 2 and
Figure 6 show some of the results.
5 Discussion
As already noted, the questions constructed for the
CBC4Kids corpus are rated as to their difficulty
(Ferro, 2000):
“Easy: Uses exact wording from the
text and/or the question and answer are
close to each other in the text. [...] Mod-
erate: Some paraphrasing from the text
and/or the question and answer aren’t
close to each other in the text. [...] Diffi-
cult: Very or entirely different words are
used in question; lots of other tempting
but incorrect answers are in the story;
subtle knowledge is required to answer
the question.”
Table 1 shows the performance of the baseline
system, broken down by difficulty class. For all
scoring metrics other than Precision (P), the table
shows a strong correlation between the retrieval
score and the class assigned according to Ferro’s
guidelines for Q&A writing. As for Precision, it is
not really significant because human answers are
phrases and our system outputs a sentence as an-
swer. However, Precision allows us to see from
Table 2 that very short answers are expected for
HOW_MANY, HOW_MUCH and WHICH_NP ques-
tions. This is not surprising for HOW_MANY or
HOW_MUCH questions, for which expected an-
swers are very short named entities (How many
people?   twenty-five). But for WHICH NP ques-
tions, they are in fact expecting a named entity and
especially a proper name (In which city / Which
two African leaders / Which U.S. states). The
length of the expected answer is not so obvious for
other questions that expect named entities, such as
WHEN questions. The main reason for this is that
the corpus itself asks for a story comprehension
and not for general answers as in the TREC evalu-
ation. For example, the following WHEN question
When did Wilson climb onto the second-floor bal-
cony? expects a long answer: when he heard the
cries of Westley, Hughes, and their children.
As already noted by Hirschman and co-workers
for Deep Read, the Recall (R) and HumSent met-
rics behave in a similar manner. But here for WHY
and WHICH_NP questions, we notice a significant
difference: generally these questions contain one
or two words repeated all along the story (name
of the main character for instance) and therefore
the possibility of a tie between possible answers
becomes more important. This is particulary true
when the question bag is either short (between 3
and 5 words) or very long (more than 12 words,
see Figure 6).
Since an answer occurs generally only once in
a story, we cannot rely on techniques using redun-
dancy. But the advantage of a short text is also that
deeper NLP techniques can be used appropriately.
We obtain significantly higher Recall scores for
CBC4Kids compared to Deep Read’s performance
on the REMEDIA corpus, although the language
used in the latter is targeted at a much younger
age group. Independent experiments at MITRE
have also yielded higher performance scores for
CBC4Kids.10
One possible explanation for the overall higher
scores is that the CBC4Kids questions were com-
posed with a NLQA system in mind: for instance,
question authors were told to avoid anaphoric ref-
erences in the questions (Ferro, 2000), which are
quite frequent in the REMEDIA questions. An-
other possible explanation is that the shorter sen-
tence length due to the younger audience frag-
ments information across sentences, thus decreas-
ing term overlap at the given sentence granular-
ity.11 It remains to be investigated how much the
purpose of text production impacts reading com-
prehension simulation results, as the REMEDIA
text and questions were not authored with an in-
formative purpose in mind. In the CBC4Kids case,
the text was pre-existing and created with informa-
tive intent, but the questions were created a poste-
riori; hence both methods are artificial, but in dif-
ferent ways.
It is quite easy to carry out an error analysis
once the results of the system have been encoded
in XML. A simple XSL stylesheet can be suffi-
cient for extracting questions and answers we want
to analyse (Figures 7 and 8).
6 Future Work
This section describes some of the experiments we
have planned for the future. These are likely to re-
quire adding further layers with linguistic annota-
tion.
6.1 Towards Predicate/Argument Structure
Surface overlap metrics are intrinsically limited,
since they cannot, for instance, distinguish be-
10Ben Wellner, personal communication.
11Lisa Ferro, personal communication.
tween man bites dog and dog bites man—they
are a-semantic in nature. To overcome this, we
are planning to utilize the various syntactic rep-
resentations (cf. Figure 2) to obtain predicate-
argument structures (bite(man, dog) versus
bite(dog, man)), which allow for higher pre-
cision. One path of investigation is to induce the
grammar underlying the corpus, to filter the top-n
most likely productions and to subsequently add
semantic composition rules manually. Another
path worthwhile exploring is learning the map-
pings from chunks to predicate-argument struc-
tures in a supervised regime. Once we have more
robust methods of predicate-argument structures,
we will be able to explore shallow inferences for
NLQA (Webber et al., 2002) in the controlled en-
vironment that CBC4Kids provides.
One path of investigation is to induce the gram-
mar underlying the corpus, to filter the top-n most
likely productions and to subsequently add se-
mantic composition rules by hand. Another path
worthwhile exploring is learning the mappings
from chunks to Quasi-Logical Forms (QLF) in a
supervised regime.
Once we have more robust methods of QLF ex-
traction, we will be able to explore shallow infer-
ences for NLQA (Webber et al., 2002) in the con-
trolled environment that CBC4Kids provides.
6.2 Comparing Answers
Each question in the CBC4Kids corpus receives at
least one answer determined by a human annota-
tor. We would like to use this rich annotation to
begin a study on detecting multiple answer cases
which is part of the current roadmap for research
in NLQA in the TREC community (Burger et al.,
2001).
Few have so far proposed to consider the eval-
uation of NLQA systems retrieving complex an-
swers, but recently (Buchholz and Daelemans,
2001) and (Webber et al., 2002) have suggested
different classification sets for comparing answers.
This would allow NLQA systems to provide mul-
tiple answers linked together by labels expressing
their relationship, such as “P implies Q”, “P and Q
are equivalent”, “P and Q are alternative answers”
(exclusiveness), “P and Q provide a collective an-
swer” (complementarity), and others (Webber et
al., 2002).
One goal of this thread of research is to build
a practical framework for evaluation multiple an-
swers that allows answer comparison.
7 Conclusions
We have described the process of creating rich an-
notation of the CBC4Kids corpus of news for chil-
dren. The chosen XML annotation architecture
is a compromise that allows for multilayer anno-
tation whilst simplifying the integration of added
linguistic knowledge from heterogeneous toolsets.
The architecture reduces many applications to a
sequence of selections and functional mappings
over the annotation layers. The application of such
a scheme is by no means restricted to the corpus
under consideration; we intend to reuse it, notably
for textual resources from the biomedical domain.
On the basis of the resulting dataset, CBC4Kids,
we have replicated an evaluation performed by
(Hirschman et al., 1999), but on the CBC4Kids
corpus. This will serve as a basis for our future ex-
periments involving robust semantic construction
and inference for question answering.
We do not know of any other corpus that has
been automatically annotated with comparably
rich strata of linguistic knowledge and believe that
the corpus can be a valuable resource also for other
NLQA research groups.
The corpus is distributed by MITRE, with lay-
ers as given above, including answers given by our
system for the Deep Read baseline. Please contact
Lisa Ferro directly for a copy.12
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A Sample Story from CBC4Kids
Tragedy Strikes a Northern Village
January 4, 1998
The six hundred mostly Inuit residents of the
northern Quebec village of Kangiqsualujjuaq had
planned to bury the bodies of nine of their friends
and children in a funeral this afternoon. But the
bad weather that resulted in their deaths has also
delayed the funeral until Tuesday.
Kangiqsualujjuaq* is about 1,500 kilometres
north of Montreal, at the mouth of the George
River on Ungava Bay. This region is known as
Nunavik.
An avalanche hit the town’s Satuumavik school
gymnasium in the Northern Quebec community
early Friday morning.
[...]
Principal Jean Leduc said an inquiry commis-
sioned by the local school board after the earlier
avalanche had recommended that fences be built.
The fences were never built. Speculation on the
cause of the avalanche centered on a ceremonial
gun salute at midnight, 90 minutes before the
snow crashed in. Villagers wondered if the shots
set in motion vibrations that eventually caused the
avalanche, while others wondered if music from
the dance had played a role.
Police and avalanche experts will travel to the
village to investigate the tragedy. Quebec Premier
Lucien Bouchard announced there will be a full
public inquiry into the disaster.
Questions
How far is Kangiqsualujjuaq from Montreal?
When did the avalanche hit the school?
Where was Mary Baron when the avalanche hit?
How many people were seriously injured by the
avalanche?
What delayed the funeral of the those who were
killed?
What could have possibly prevented the tragedy?
Who will investigate the tragedy?
Figure 7: HTML view for a question. The score
given for each answer corresponds to the over-
lap between a candidate answer sentence and the
question (WdAnsRecall).
Figure 8: Partial HTML view of linguistic layers
for a human answer.
